I don't see an "APZ untransformed" message around 550 px where the second jank occurs.

I do see an "APZ untransformed" message around 215 px, where the first jank occurs.

There is also a scroll offset funny, the quick sample (e.g., 5.6 ms) leads to the next frame having a one or two frames of wrong result.

Observations:
- There seems to be a timing funny, samples aren't at 16 ms apart, faster at eg 5.6 ms.
- There is also a scroll offset funny, the quick sample (e.g., 5.6 ms) leads to the next frame having a one or two frames of wrong result.
- I do see an "APZ untransformed" message around 215 px, where the first jank occurs.
- I don't see an "APZ untransformed" message around 550 px where the second jank occurs.

The fling is smooth except:
- At around 300 px scroll offset -> possibly due to my finger coming off the screen?????
- At around 580 px scroll offset -> bug 1483605

You can see the two janks on the graph and I've highlighted them in the deltas columns F and H.